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Curriculum Vitae
Tom Pnini (born 1981), currently lives and works in New York. His main media are video and sculpture.
Pnini holds a B.E.D for Art and Art teaching from Hamidrasha of Art Beit Berl College and a M.F.A in Fine Art from Parsons, The school for Design, New
School, New York. Pnini received the Outstanding Artistic Excellence Award from Beit Berl College in 2008, and has participated in numerous exhibitions in
Israel, New York, Milan, and Toronto.
Education
2009-2010 Parsons the School for Design, M.F.A in Fine Art, New School, New York
2004-2008 Hamidrasha of Art Beit Berl College, B.E.D for Art and Art teaching, Beit Berl, Israel
Selected Exhibitions
2013 Matinée, Lesley Heller Workspace, NY
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2012 Ballade to the Double, Chelouche Gallery, Tel Aviv, curator: Nira Itzhaki (solo exhibition) - Opening: 18.10.2012
CITYISM, Chelouche Gallery, Tel Aviv, Curators: Adi Artsi, Shani Werner
La-Bas, Maison Europeene de la Photographie, Paris, Curator: Marie Shek
Time and a half, Museo Laboratorio d'arte contemporanea, Rome, Curators: Doron Rabina, Ben Hagari and Giorgia Calò
2011 Numerator and Denominator, Herzliya Museum, Israel, Curators: Dalia Levin, Tsibi Geva, and Zali Gurevitch
Shesh-Besh, Petach Tikva Museum, Israel, Curator: Hadas Maor
RELOAD- “In the long tunnel we are all alive”, Viale Arcangelo Ghisleri, Roma, Curator: Alessandro Facente
2010 Hand Hel History, Queens Museum Of Art, NY, Video summit co-produced by Tamar Ettun and Katayoun Vaziri
A Curious Thread, Cuchifritos Gallery, NY, Curator: DTL
Down By The River-New Works By Tom Pnini, Thomas Hunter Project Room, NY, Curator: Siochain Hughes (solo exhibition)
Plastic Summer, 601 ARTSPACE, NY, Curators: Stamatina Gregory and Erin Sickler
The Young Israelis, Lesley Heller Workspace, NY, Curator: Lilly Wei
Volume, AT1 Projects, LA, Curator: Andrea Neustein

	
  

2010 Parsons MFA Thesis Show, The Kitchen, New York, Curator: Margaret Clinton
Fresh Paint Contemporary Art Fair, Old Jaffa Port, Israel
Seven Easy Steps, Horton Gallery, NY, Curator: Amanda Schmitt.
The Calm Before the Storm, Winzavod Art Center, Moscow, Curator: Vardit Gross
2009 MiArt 2009: The International Modern and Contemporary Art Fair, Fieramilanocity, Milan
Voice Of a Word, Hazira, Jerusalem, Curator: Smadar schindler
ARTLV 09 Biennial, Tel Aviv-Yafo, Curators: Edna Moshenson and Maayan Sheleff
Layout, Suffolk County Community College, NY, Curator: Síocháin Hughes
KMLA: Unnatural Selection, katharine Mulherin Gallery, LA
Predicting the weather, katharine Mulherin Gallery, Toronto (solo exhibition)
2008 No-nonsense, VideoZone, The 4th International video Art Biennial in Israel, Herzliya Museum, Israel, Curator: Dalia Levin
Five graduates, The Artists Studio Gallery, Tel Aviv, Curator: Vered Ganim
2006 Present Now Riding Art Fair 5, Tel Aviv, Curator: Tal Ben Zvi.
Presence of Un-Knowing (or: What Is It That You Know?), The Israeli Center For Digital Art; Holon, Israel, Curators: Michal Heiman and Eitan
Buganim
Presence of Un-Knowing (or: What Is It That You Know?), House Of The Artists, Jerusalem, Curators: Michal Heiman and Eitan Buganim
Grants and Scholarships
The Dean’s Graduate Scholarship from Parsons 2009-2010
The America- Israel Foundation grant for 2008-2009
Scholarship for outstanding Artistic Excellence from the Beit Berl College school of arts- Hamidrasha
Scholarship for Gallery exhibition–The Artist Studio Tel- Aviv
Tuition Grant from the Department of Education

	
  
	
  
Ballade to the Double, 2012
Solo exhibition at Chelouche Gallery, Tel Aviv
The collages, which open Tom Pnini's exhibition "Ballade to the
Double", bear images taken from a series of stereoscopic
photographs from the end of the 19th century. The photographs
follow after the construction of the Central Pacific Railroad in
Nevada, USA. In order to create the three dimensional illusion of
these photographs, the "frozen" photographic moment is being
captured from two almost identical viewpoints. The viewer has to
use a stereoscope device which combines the two images into
one. As Pnini takes the images away from the stereoscope device,
the photograph is removed from its original function and the "byproduct" of the magic is reviled and appears before us as a
duplication and a double of the critical moment of the traditional
photography.
The two-channel video work Double Windsor, which is projected
opposite to the stereoscopic collages, is inspired by the famous
train scene from Buster Keaton's The Goat (1921). While the
original scene plays on one projection, the other channel features
a reproduction of this scene. Now, in addition to the "real" Buster
Keaton on the locomotive, a second reconstructed locomotive is
speeding towards us with Howard Pincus, the New England
Railroad Museum chairman, starring as Buster Keaton.

Tom Pnini, Ballade to the Double, 2012, installation view (1)
Chellouche Gallery, Tel-Aviv

	
  

Throughout the history of cinema, trains have been known as
symbols of time and duration. Just as the stereoscopic image
created a new multiple dimensional experience, so did the
cinematic magic by introducing the photograph to an additional
and forth dimension - Time. The Time element is present in the
video Ballade to the Double - a journey story which was shot over
one year on the railroad tracks of the New England Railroad
Museum in Connecticut. It consists of a simultaneous projection
of four channels; each channel depicts the exact same train ride
in a different season of the year. The rides are projected
alongside each other, allowing the viewer to witness the changes
in time as if he travels on the train himself.
The train stops several times along the ride, due to an
unforeseen interruption: a girl standing in the middle of the train
tracks. Her actions trigger chain reactions that create linear acts
across the four seasons. We witness her while she plays with an
antique toy locomotive moving through the projections from
winter to spring, or placing coins on the track, leaving them to
deteriorate from season to season under the weight of the
passing trains. On other scenes, the girl plays lonely tunes on folk
instruments. The actions repeat across the four channels
simultaneously, appear as clones/duplicates of themselves, and
can be seen as a Rorschach imagery of each other.
The video Ballade to the Double was produced with the support of the Center of
Contemporary Art (CCA).

Tom Pnini, Ballade to the Double, 2012, installation view (2)
Chellouche Gallery, Tel-Aviv

	
  

Tom Pnini, Ballade to the Double, 2012, installation view (3), Chellouche Gallery, Tel-Aviv

	
  

Tom Pnini, Ballade to the Double, 2012, installation view (4), Chellouche Gallery, Tel-Aviv

	
  

Ballade to The Double, 2012, 4 channel HD projections, 29:05 min, stills from video installation

	
  

Tom Pnini, Ballade to the Double, 2012, installation view (5), Chellouche Gallery, Tel-Aviv

	
  

Smoke 310, 2012, collage and water colors on paper, 87X97.5 cm

Smoke 311, 2012 collage and water colors on paper, 87X97.5 cm

	
  

Smoke 289, 2012, collage and water colors on paper, 87X97.5 cm

Smoke 315, 2012 collage and water colors on paper, 87X97.5 cm

	
  

Double Windsor, 2012, 2 channel projection, 0.18 min, still from video installation

Cloud Demo, 2010, 7:23 min

	
  

Cloud Demo, 2010, still from HD video, 7:23 min

Star Demo, 2010, HD video, 3:11 min
(Link: http://tompnini.com/movies/StarDemo.mp4)

	
  

	
  
Star Demo, 2010, stills from HD video, 3:11 min

	
  
Snow Demo, 2009, HD video, 10:36 min
(Link: http://tompnini.com/movies/SnowDemo.mp4)
In Snow Demo, Pnini placed his camera inside an industrial building courtyard at night, looking out onto the street. As the camera pulls back, a small round
object enters the frame, gently floating down from the sky. Another appears, and then a few more. In a matter of seconds, thousands of flakes fill up the
frame as the camera, ever-so-slightly, pulls back and up. At the end of the seven minute one-shot of this relentless barrage of flakes, the ground is
completely carpeted by these unidentified objects. These soft-looking balls might remind one of snowflakes in their motion and texture. However, they are
actually 10,000 styrofoam balls, each one attached to a small parachute, and tossed from the roof by 120 stage-hands, alluding to a gentle invasion.

Snow Demo, 2009, stills from HD video, 10:36 min

	
  
Sunset Demo/Sonya, 2008, video, 3:21 min
(Link: http://tompnini.com/movies/sunsetDemo.mp4)
In Sunset Demo/Sonya, Pnini built a five-meter-diameter, two-dimensional sun.
The video follows the sun on its path from sunrise to sunset, as a group of people working behind the scenes hold the sun up, and put it in motion. The
resulting movement is not smooth as it is man-held. In watching the video one might choose to sink into the illusion, however, one is constantly aware of the
way the illusion is made.
Sunset Demo/Sonya also operates as a present to Sonya, the artist's wife.
Pnini's seemingly failed attempt to deal with the kitsch subject of the sunset holds great importance within the movie.

Sunset Demo/Sonya, 2008, stills from video, 3:21 min

	
  

Sunset Demo/Sonya, 2008, stills from video, 3:21 min

	
  
Volcano Demo, 2008, video, 2:42 min
(Link: http://tompnini.com/movies/VolcanoDemo.mp4)
In Volcano Demo, the first movie from the demo Project, Pnini built a giant volcano – seventeen meters wide and six meters high, on top of a four-story
apartment building in Tel-Aviv.
Behind the volcano was a cast of eighteen stage workers that gave life to the illusion using smoke machines and lights. The volcano itself is two-dimensional
as the video is divided into four steady front shots that contribute to the illusion.

Volcano Demo, 2008, stills from video, 2:42 min

	
  
Masarik/Fountom, 2008, video, 11:43 min
(Link: http://tompnini.com/movies/Masarik.mp4)

Masarik/Fountom, 2008, stills from video, 11:43 min

	
  
BedBoy, 2006, video projection, 6:13 min
The image of a young man wearing only underpants lies on a mattress that’s standing perpendicularly. The mattress slowly submerges in water that engulfs
the empty room. After the mattress sinks in the water, a rising moon shines over the dark room. Tom Pnini’s work, painted in the illusory timing of a dream,
is based on three contradictory axes: sunrise and sunset, masculinity and femininity, giving and receiving. The video art reflects natural repetitive symmetry
that embodies together sunrise and sunset. Sexual reading would illuminate manhood descending into a female’s uterus, seemingly surrounded by amniotic
waters. The intimate and empty room where the event is happening strengthens the total feminine embrace that caresses the young man. This event carries
a double meaning: acceptance and death on the one hand, and giving into the shadow world of the subconscious on the other hand. Pnini’s work softly
transfers us from the true reality into the dream world, represented by the “Art Time” that flashes on the video screen.

BedBoy, 2006, stills from video, 6:13 min

